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Abstract—This paper investigates the efficacy of two methods for
compensating I/Q imbalance, which causes serious performance
problems in wideband (6.98-GHz spectrum) millimeter-wave sys-
tems employing MIMO signal transmission. A 60-GHz orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) RoF system employing
2 × 2 MIMO technology is implemented using a commonly used
training symbol arrangement and a proposed method. We experi-
mentally demonstrate that the proposed training symbol arrange-
ment performed significantly better than the commonly used ap-
proach. By combining the proposed training symbol arrangement
with LMS I/Q compensation and bit-loading, we achieve an ex-
tremely high wireless data rate transmission of 75.211 Gb/s over
both 50 km of standard single-mode fiber and 3.5-m wireless dis-
tance. The optical power penalty after 50-km fiber transmission
was only �1 dB.

Index Terms—I/Q imbalance, MIMO, optical fiber communica-
tion, wireless communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

TO realize multi-Gb/s transmission for broadband wireless
applications, 60-GHz technology has been highlighted as

a potential candidate within the license-free band [1], [2]. How-
ever, the signal coverage of a single 60-GHz antenna unit is
extremely limited compared with conventional wireless tech-
nologies (e.g., cellular and WiFi) due to the high wireless
transmission loss and attenuations through walls. Radio-over-
Fiber (RoF) technologies, which deliver radio-frequency over
low loss optical fibers, have been extensively investigated to
extend the 60-GHz wireless signal coverage. To generate and
distribute high capacity 60-GHz signals efficiently, frequency-
multiplication modulation techniques with advanced modula-
tion formats are utilized. Moreover, to compensate for the
channel impairments and increase the spectra-efficiency, digital
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signal processing (DSP) techniques, such as bit-loading and
phase noise compensation algorithms, have been implemented
with the 60-GHz RoF systems [3]–[9].

I/Q imbalance, which is one of the channel impairments,
comes from the imperfect amplitude and phase mismatch be-
tween the in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) channels during
the signal I/Q modulation. For an orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) signal, the subcarriers are distorted by the
mirror-images of symmetrical subcarriers and significantly im-
pact the system performance due to I/Q imbalance. Conventional
time-domain compensation algorithms are difficult to overcome
I/Q imbalance [10]–[13]. Therefore, frequency-domain com-
pensation algorithms, such as decision-aided joint method and
pilot-assisted method are proposed to overcome this channel
impairment efficiently [14], [15]. However, the decision-aided
joint method requires more complex algorithms to compensate
for the I/Q mismatch and phase noise at the same time, and the
signal distortions will be enlarged while the decision errors hap-
pen over long distance fiber transmission. For the pilot-assisted
method, it requires to sacrifice signal bandwidth for I/Q imbal-
ance estimation. Therefore, recursive least squares (RLS) and
least mean squares (LMS) algorithms are proposed to compen-
sate for the I/Q imbalance without complex algorithms and de-
creasing throughput, and 40 Gb/s wireless transmission can be
experimentally achieved in a 60-GHz single-input single-output
(SISO) system [16].

MIMO technology has emerged as a critical technology for
increasing the wireless channel capacity or reliability of mod-
ern wireless communication systems [17], [18]. More recently,
the technology has been investigated for use in fiber-wireless
systems [19]–[21]. However, the performance of wideband
60-GHz systems employing MIMO is severely impacted by I/Q
imbalance, which is caused firstly by the I/Q modulator followed
by mixing during MIMO signal transmission. The presence of
mixed I/Q imbalance in the transmitted MIMO signals makes
it difficult to accurately estimate the MIMO channel resulting
in poor data recovery. In this paper, we theoretically and ex-
perimentally investigate the efficacy of two kinds of training
symbol arrangements for compensating I/Q imbalance impair-
ments in wideband 60-GHz MIMO RoF systems. We demon-
strate experimentally that the proposed training symbol arrange-
ment performed significantly better than the commonly used ap-
proach, resulting in extremely high wireless data transmission
of >75 Gb/s over both 50 km of standard single-mode fiber and
3.5 m wireless distance.

0733-8724 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of an I/Q up-conversion system. (fRF : carrier frequency) (a) OFDM subcarrier signal without I/Q imbalance. (b) OFDM subcarrier
signal with I/Q imbalance.

The rest of this paper is organized as the following. In
Section II, theoretical analysis of I/Q imbalance in a 2 × 2
MIMO wireless channel is discussed. In Section III, the prin-
ciples of two kinds of TSs and I/Q imbalance compensation
are derived. Experimental setup, results, and comparison are
described and commented in Section IV and Section V, respec-
tively. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. I/Q IMBALANCE IN MIMO OFDM SYSTEM

To generate 60-GHz signal in a RoF system, either electrical
or optical up-conversion [4], [16], [22] at transmitter is required.
However, due to the 7-GHz wide bandwidth at 60-GHz, I/Q im-
balance interference cannot be prevented in both electrical and
optical up-conversion. Fig. 1 illustrates the conceptual diagram
of an OFDM up-conversion with an electrical I/Q mixer. With
the mismatches of phase and amplitude between OFDM I and Q
channels, the kth OFDM subcarrier (X[k]) will have I/Q imbal-
ance interference from the mirror-image –kth OFDM subcarriers
(X[–k]) as shown in the insets (a) and (b) of Fig. 1, where k =
−N/2 to N/2, and N is the number of OFDM subcarriers. There-
fore, the corresponding OFDM subcarriers with I/Q imbalance
can be mathematically expressed as [23]

X [k] = GaU [k] + G∗
bU

∗ [−k] . (1)

X [−k] = GbU [−k] + G∗
aU ∗ [k] (2)

Ga =
1 + ΔξejΔθ

2
, Gb =

1 − Δξe−jΔθ

2
(3)

where (.)∗ denotes conjugate operation. U[k] and U[–k] repre-
sent the kth and the –kth OFDM subcarriers without I/Q imbal-
ance. Ga and Gb are I/Q imbalance coefficients, which are the
function of amplitude imbalance ratio (Δξ) and phase devia-
tion range (Δθ), where 0 ≤ Δξ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ Δθ ≤ π/2. In a
SISO system, I/Q imbalance compensation based on LMS and
RLS algorithm have been proposed to adaptively correct the
imbalance coefficients in equations (1) and (2) [16], [24].

Fig. 2. 2 × 2 MIMO wireless channel mixing with the impact of I/Q imbal-
ance. (a) MIMO signal 1. (b) MIMO signal 2.

Fig. 2 illustrates the impact of I/Q imbalance over a
2 × 2 MIMO wireless transmission. Before wireless transmis-
sion, each subcarrier is only influenced from mirror-image in-
terference at each transmitter. After wireless transmission, two
streams of MIMO signals suffer additional cross-interferences
from the other transmitter as shown in the insets (a) and (b) of
Fig. 2. Two streams of kth OFDM subcarriers can be expressed
as [

Y1 [k]

Y2 [k]

]
= H

[
X1 [k]

X2 [k]

]
+ W (4)

H =

[
H11 [k] H21 [k]

H12 [k] H22 [k]

]
(5)

where Xi[k], Yj [k], and W represent transmitted OFDM sig-
nals, received OFDM signals, and additive Gaussian noise vec-
tor, respectively. H is the 2 × 2 MIMO wireless channel matrix
composed of four channel coefficients, and Hij [k] represents
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Fig. 3. Block diagrams of 2 × 2 MIMO OFDM RoF system with I/Q imbalance compensation. S\P: Series to parallel; P\S: Parallel to series; (I)FFT: (Inverse)
Fast Fourier transform; D/A: Digital to analogue; A/D: Analogue to digital.

channel coefficients from the ith transmitted antenna to the jth
received antenna, where i, j = 1, 2. With I/Q imbalance at wire-
less transmitters, equation (4) can be modified as[

Y1 [k]

Y2 [k]

]
=

[
H11 [k] H21 [k]

H12 [k] H22 [k]

]
[

Ga,1U1 [k] + G∗
b,1U

∗
1 [−k]

Ga,2U2 [k] + G∗
b,2U

∗
2 [−k]

]
+ W (6)

=

[
H11 [k] H21 [k]

H12 [k] H22 [k]

][
Ga,1 0

0 Ga,2

] ⎡
⎣U1 [k]

U2 [k]

⎤
⎦

+

⎡
⎣H11 [k] H21 [k]

H12 [k] H22 [k]

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣G∗

b,1 0

0 G∗
b,2

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

U ∗
1 [−k]

U ∗
2 [−k]

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ + W

(7)

⇒ Y = HGaU + HGbU
′
+ W. (8)

where U = [U1 [k] U2 [k]]T is the signal vector without I/Q im-
balance influence. Ga and Gb are the matrices of I/Q imbalance
coefficients, i.e. Ga,i and Gb,i , and can be defined as

Ga,1 =
1 + Δξ1e

jΔθ1

2
, Gb,1 =

1 − Δξ1e
−jΔθ1

2

Ga,2 =
1 + Δξ2e

jΔθ2

2
, Gb,2 =

1 − Δξ2e
−jΔθ2

2
. (9)

III. TRAINING SYMBOL DESIGN AND I/Q
IMBALANCE COMPENSATION

Fig. 3 shows the block diagrams of the utilized 2 × 2 MIMO
communication system. The OFDM signal generation includes
serial to parallel (S/P) conversion, symbols mapping, insertion
of TSs, inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), insertion of cyclic
prefix (CP) and digital to analog conversion (D/A). After trans-
mitting over the RoF system and the wireless 2 × 2 MIMO

Fig. 4. Training symbols (TS I) arrangement with interleaved on-off order in
the time domain.

channels, the signal demodulation involves analog to digital
conversion (A/D), CP removal, fast Fourier transform (FFT),
MIMO processing, and I/Q imbalance compensation. In order
to demodulate MIMO signals, TSs are utilized to estimate equal-
ization parameters and the channel coefficients for data recovery
[25].

A. First Kind of Training Symbol

To effectively avoiding the MIMO interference during chan-
nel coefficients estimation, TS I, which is commonly used, is
implemented by interleaved ON–OFF orders in the time domain
with equal length as shown in Fig. 4. To estimate the channel
coefficients, the equation (8) can be modified as

HGa = U−1Y + U−1HGbU
′
+ U−1W. (10)

The interference term from the mirror-image subcarriers in
the equation (10), i.e. U−1HGbU′, can be ignored due to zero-
mean condition of that if the number of TS I is large enough.
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Fig. 5. Concept of adaptive IQ imbalance compensation based on LMS algo-
rithm in frequency-domain for 2 × 2 MIMO signals.

Then, the channel matrix can be estimated and expressed as

K̃a = HGa =

[
YT S1,1/UT S1,1 [k] YT S1,2/UT S2,2 [k]

YT S2,1/UT S1,1 [k] YT S2,2/UT S2,2 [k]

]
(11)

where K̃a is the estimated channel matrix. By using Zero-
forcing algorithm [26], the recovered MIMO kth OFDM sub-
carrier signal vectors can be expressed as

ŨData = K̃−1
a YData = UData + G−1

a GbU
′

Data (12)

= UData −

⎡
⎣ G∗

b , 1
Ga , 1

0

0
G∗

b , 2
Ga , 2

⎤
⎦U

′

Data (13)

where ŨData =
[
ŨData1 [k] ŨData2 [k]

]T
is the recovered

MIMO OFDM signals vector. Since the interference terms from
the mirror-image subcarriers will cause signal degradation, I/Q
imbalance compensation based on LMS algorithm is imple-
mented to adaptively correct the signals. Fig. 5 describes the
concept of the I/Q imbalance compensation in frequency do-
main. After adaptive correction, the output signal can be ex-
pressed as

Rl = (Cl)∗ · Ũ′′
l . (14)

where Rl , Cl represent the corrective sig-
nal vectors and I/Q imbalance corrective coeffi-
cient vectors represent input signal vectors Ũl =

[
ŨData1,l [k] ŨData1, l [−k] ŨData2, l [k] ŨData2, l [−k]

]T
on

lth OFDM symbol. The LMS algorithm is used to update
imbalance corrective coefficient vectors by minimizing mean
square error criterion:

El = Sl − Rl (15)

Cl+1 = Cl + u · (El)
∗ · Rl (16)

where El , Sl , and u are error vectors, decision signal vectors
and converge coefficient.

B. Second Kind of Training Symbol

Fig. 6 shows schematic diagram of TS II with ON–OFF order
both in time-domain and frequency-domain. TS II includes four
equal time slots. In each time slot, only half of OFDM subcarri-
ers in one of the two transmitters are modulated with non-zero
signals, where k = 1 to N/2, and N is the number of OFDM
subcarrier. Hence, the received TS II can be generally expressed
as ⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Y1 [k]

Y2 [k]

Y ∗
1 [−k]

Y ∗
2 [−k]

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = HU + W

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

H11 H12 H13 H14

H21 H22 H23 H24

H31 H32 H33 H34

H41 H42 H43 H44

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

U1 [k]

U ∗
1 [−k]

U2 [k]

U ∗
2 [−k]

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + W. (17)

where U is the signal vector without I/Q imbalance. H is a
4× 4 channel matrix which is composed of channel coefficients,
and can be estimated from TS II as the following: (See eq.18 in
bottom of this page).

Then, the MIMO signal could be recovered:⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ŨData1 [k]

Ũ ∗
Data1 [−k]

ŨData2 [k]
Ũ ∗

Data2 [−k]

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = H−1

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

YData1 [k]

Y ∗
Data1 [−k]

YData2 [k]

Y ∗
Data2 [−k]

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (19)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Fig. 7 schematically shows the experimental setup of a RoF
system with 2 × 2 MIMO wireless transmission at 60-GHz.
The optical transmitter is simply composed of a 40-GHz single-
electrode MZM and an electrical I/Q mixer. The signals had

H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

YT S1,1 [k]/UT S1,1 [k]
YT S2,1 [k]/

U ∗
T S2,1 [−k]

YT S3,1 [k]/UT S3,2 [k]
YT S4,1 [k]/

U ∗
T S4,2 [−k]

YT S1,1 [−k]/
UT S1,1 [k]

YT S2,1 [−k]/
U ∗

T S2,1 [−k]
YT S3,1 [−k]/UT S3,2 [k]

YT S4,1 [−k]/
U ∗

T S4,2 [−k]
YT S1,2 [k]/UT S1,1 [k]

YT S2,2 [k]/
U ∗

T S2,1 [−k]
YT S3,2 [k]/UT S3,2 [k]

YT S4,2 [k]/
U ∗

T S4,2 [−k]
YT S1,2 [−k]/

UT S1,1 [k]
YT S2,2 [−k]/

U ∗
T S2,1 [−k]

YT S3,2 [−k]/UT S3,2 [k]
YT S4,2 [−k]/

U ∗
T S4,2 [−k]

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (18)
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Fig. 6. Training symbols (TS II) arrangement with interleaved ON–OFF order both in frequency domain and time domain.

Fig. 7. Experimental setup for 2 × 2 MIMO OFDM RoF system (f1 = 21.5 GHz, f2 = 39 GHz, f3 = 55 GHz) and optical spectrum. (a) After MZM. (b) After
optical interleaver. (c) Electrical spectrum after down-conversion.

IFFT and FFT size of 512 points and 298 subcarriers with dif-
ferent modulation formats (i.e. 16-QAM and 32-QAM) among
6.98 GHz bandwidth. The CP is fixed at 16 points over IFFT/FFT
size. TSs were inserted in front of the data streams. The length of
TS is continued for 16 and 32 OFDM symbols time for TS I and
TS II, respectively. I and Q channels of the OFDM signals were
generated by an arbitrary waveform generator with sampling
rate of 12-GSa/s. Both I and Q signals were sent into an elec-
trical I/Q mixer with 9-GHz IF bandwidth and up-converted to
21.5 GHz (f1). The 21.5-GHz OFDM signal was subsequently
combined with the 39-GHz (f2 ) sinusoidal signal to drive the op-
tical modulator, as shown in inset (i) of Fig. 7. The bias voltage of
the MZM was set at the null point to achieve the optical double-
sideband with carrier suppression scheme as shown in the inset
(ii) of Fig. 7 and the generated optical spectrum is shown in
Fig. 7(a). In order to overcome the power fading induced by
fiber transmission, a 33/66-GHz optical interleaver was imple-
mented as an optical filter to remove un-desired sidebands as

shown in inset (iii) of Fig. 7 and the optical spectrum in Fig. 7(b).
To imitate the MIMO signal generation, the optical signal was
split by a 50:50 optical coupler after the fiber transmission, and
one of the optical signals was delayed by an additional 2-km
single-mode fiber to decorrelate the two signals. After photo-
diode detection, two 60.5-GHz electrical signals were generated
and fed into two standard gain horn antennas with 23 dBi gain
and 30 cm apart to each other. After 3.5-m wireless transmis-
sion, the two streams of MIMO signals were received by the
two antennas with 3 cm apart and separately down-converted
to 5.5-GHz as shown with a 55-GHz (f3) sinusoidal signal in
Fig 7. The electrical spectrum of one of the down-converted
MIMO signal is shown in Fig. 7(c). These down-converted
signals were captured separately by a scope with 80-GSa/s
sampling rate and 16-GHz analog bandwidth. Consequently,
the received signals were demodulated using off-line DSP pro-
grams. Signal synchronization, FFT, channel estimation with
one-tap equalizer, MIMO processing and LMS I/Q imbalance
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Fig. 8. Combined BER versus received optical power curves of 6.98-GHz
16-QAM, 32-QAM, and 6.1875-GHz 32-QAM 2 × 2 MIMO OFDM signals
without and with LMS I/Q imbalance compensation at BTB with 3.5-m wire-
less transmission, and constellation diagrams of (a) 6.98-GHz, 16QAM without
LMS I/Q compensation algorithm. (b) 6.98-GHz, 16QAM with LMS I/Q com-
pensation algorithm. (c) 6.98-GHz, 32QAM without LMS I/Q compensation
algorithm. (d) 6.1875-GHz, 32QAM with LMS I/Q compensation algorithm.

compensation were performed in series in the off-line DSP pro-
grams. Since the impact of phase rotation induced from carrier
frequency offset can be easily compensated by the limited TSs
in direct detection system with stable channel condition, the
overhead of TSs can be ignored along with long data streams.
Following discussions about line data rate are without removing
the overhead of cp (3.125%). In order to make continuous inves-
tigation, the forward error correction (FEC) BER requirement
consists with the same threshold (1 × 10−3) in the previous
work [4], [6], [16], [27].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the proposed system, I/Q imbalance takes place mainly at
the transmitter side and dominated by the I/Q electrical mixer.
By using TS I, Fig. 8 shows the combined average bit error rate
(BER) of the two received signals versus the received optical
power between −2 and −9 dBm for the back-to-back (BTB)
case. Without any I/Q imbalance compensation algorithm, the
16-QAM OFDM signal with 6.98-GHz bandwidth could not
meet the FEC BER requirement. To reduce the impact of I/Q
imbalance, compensation based on the LMS algorithm was im-
plemented resulting in significant improvement in the BER per-
formance, and the achievement of 55.875 Gb/s data rate at the
BER FEC threshold and −5.5 dBm received optical power. To
increase the data rate, the 32-QAM OFDM signal was also
transmitted with 6.98-GHz bandwidth. However, FEC BER re-
quirement could not be reached even with LMS I/Q imbalance
compensation—meaning the system could not achieve the target
line data rate of 69.843 Gb/s. Therefore, the signal bandwidth
was decreased to 6.1875-GHz to overcome distortion limitations
encountered with the wider 6.98-GHz spectrum. This allowed
the system with 32-QAM modulation to meet the minimum FEC
BER requirement with higher line data rate of 61.875 Gb/s at
the received optical power of −3 dBm. Insets (a)–(d) in Fig. 8
show the clear constellation diagrams of 16-QAM and 32-QAM
signals at the optical power of −2 dBm.

Fig. 9. Combined BER versus received optical power curves of 6.98-GHz
32-QAM 2 × 2 MIMO OFDM signals with two kinds of TS at BTB with 3.5-m
wireless transmission.

To determine the performance of the proposed training sym-
bol arrangement (TS II) the transmission experiments were re-
peated, but this time with the new training symbol arrangement
instead of the commonly used one. Fig. 9 shows the BER per-
formance comparison between the two of TS arrangements with
6.98-GHz 32-QAM OFDM signals over 3.5-m wireless trans-
mission. The results show that the proposed training symbol
arrangement performs significantly better than the first one. In
this case, the 32-QAM OFDM MIMO signals with TS II, but
without LMS I/Q imbalance compensation was able to pro-
vide similar system performance to the system using TS I with
LMS I/Q imbalance compensation. This is attributed to the fact
that TS II arrangement does a better job of minimizing the im-
pact of the I/Q imbalance during the recovery of MIMO data
and hence accurately estimating the MIMO channel. This re-
sult is consistent with the theoretical prediction described in
Section III. However, using the TS II alone, the FEC BER
requirement cannot be achieved even with −1 dBm received
optical power due to the impact of residual I/Q imbalance. As
shown in Fig. 9, using TS II with LMS I/Q imbalance compen-
sation, FEC BER requirement could be achieved with 6.98-GHz
32-QAM OFDM MIMO signals. The achievable line data rate
was 69.843 Gb/s with received optical power of −2.5 dBm. Al-
though higher overhead (double time slots) is required with TS
II, better system performance could be achieved compared with
TS I.

To further understand the performance limitations of the pro-
posed MIMO OFDM system with I/Q imbalance, TS I and
TS II with fiber transmission distance from BTB to 50-km were
investigated. Fig. 10 shows the BER versus received optical
power curves of 6.98-GHz 16-QAM and 6.1875-GHz 32-QAM
OFDM signals using TS I with LMS I/Q imbalance compen-
sation over 3.5-m wireless transmission. With 16-QAM mod-
ulation format, it could be observed that there was no power
penalty between BTB and 25-km transmission, and the power
penalty was less than 0.5 dB between BTB and 50-km trans-
mission. With 32-QAM modulation format, however, the power
penalties were about 0.5 dB between BTB and 25-km trans-
mission and 2 dB between BTB and 50-km transmission. FEC
BER requirement could be achieved with both formats. Insets
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Fig. 10. Combined BER versus received optical power curves of 6.98-GHz
16-QAM (line data rate: 55.875-Gb/s) and 6.1875-GHz 32-QAM (line data rate:
61.875-Gb/s) 2 × 2 MIMO OFDM signals over fiber transmission from BTB
to 50-km and 3.5-m wireless transmissions with TS I and LMS I/Q imbalance
compensation. (a) and (b) Constellation diagrams of 16-QAM at −5 dBm re-
ceived optical power from BTB to 50-km fiber transmission (c) and (d) 32-QAM
at –1 dBm received optical power from BTB to 50-km fiber transmission.

Fig. 11. BER versus received optical power curves for 6.98-GHz 32-QAM
2 × 2 MIMO OFDM signals with TS II and LMS I/Q imbalance compensation
over fiber transmission from BTB to 50-km and 3.5-m wireless transmission,
and the constellation diagrams. (a) At BTB transmission. (b) With 25-km fiber
transmission. (c) With 50-km fiber transmission.

(a) to (d) in Fig. 10 show the constellation diagrams for BTB
and 50-km transmission with 16-QAM and 32-QAM at −5 and
−1 dBm received optical power, respectively. The line data rate
of 55.875 and 61.875 Gb/s could be achieved with 16-QAM and
32-QAM data formats, respectively. The maximum combined
spectral efficiency of two channel signals was up to 10-bit/s/Hz
with the 32-QAM OFDM signal.

Fig. 11 shows the BER versus the received optical power
curves of a 6.98-GHz 32-QAM OFDM signal using TS II
over 3.5-m wireless transmission distance. It can be observed
that there was no significant power penalty between BTB and
25-km transmission, and about 1 dB of power penalty between
BTB and 50-km transmission. Insets (a)–(c) of Fig. 11 are
the constellation diagrams at −1 dBm received optical power
from BTB to 50-km transmission. 69.843 Gb/s line data rate
was achievable with the 6.98-GHz 32-QAM OFDM signals.
Due to about 10 dB variation of the frequency response as
shown in Fig. 7(c), bit-loading algorithm was used to adjust
power weighting factor and to optimize the data format of each
subcarrier. Modulation formats, including 8-QAM, 16-QAM,

Fig. 12. SNR performance of two channels for each subcarriers of 2 × 2
MIMO OFDM signal with the TS I, LMS I/Q imbalance compensation and
bit-loading algorithm over 50-km fiber transmission and 3.5-m wireless trans-
mission. (a) MIMO signal 1, (b) MIMO signal 2, and constellation diagrams
(c)–(g).

Fig. 13. SNR performance of two channels for each subcarriers of MIMO
OFDM signal with TS II, LMS I/Q imbalance compensation and bit-loading
algorithm over 50-km fiber transmission and 3.5-m wireless transmission.
(a) MIMO signal 1, (b) MIMO signal 2, and constellation diagrams (c)–(f).

32-QAM, 64-QAM and 128-QAM, were utilized based on the
corresponding SNR of each subcarrier. Fig. 12 shows the SNR
and data format distribution of the 6.91-GHz wide OFDM sig-
nals with TS I. With 50-km fiber and 3.5-m wireless transmis-
sion, the data rate was increased from 55.875 to 72.797 Gb/s
at –1 dBm received optical power, and the overall BER was
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1 × 10−3 with LMS I/Q imbalance compensation. The corre-
sponding constellation diagrams are shown in insets (c)–(g) in
Fig. 12. For TS II, bit-loading was used to increase the data rate
from 69.843 to 75.211 Gb/s as shown in Fig. 13. The correspond-
ing constellation diagrams are also shown in the inset (c) to (f)
in Fig. 13. Consequently, by applying bit-loading algorithm, the
spectral efficiency of the two data streams can achieve 10.528
bit/s/Hz with TS I and 10.876 bit/s/Hz with TS II, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

We theoretically and experimentally investigated the impact
of I/Q imbalance on the performance of a wideband 2 × 2
MIMO RoF system operating at 60 GHz. Two kinds of training
symbol arrangements were considered—namely the commonly
used approach and a proposed second approach, where the train-
ing symbols are split into the positive and negative subcarrier
frequencies, which are in turn placed in different time-slots.
Experimental results showed that the proposed training symbol
arrangement performed significantly better than the commonly
used approach in terms of compensating for I/Q imbalance in
the transmitted 2 × 2 MIMO signals. It was observed that the
proposed training symbol arrangement alone could achieve a
similar performance to that of the commonly used training sym-
bol approach which is combined with the Least Mean Squares
(LMS) algorithm for I/Q imbalance compensation. We com-
bined the proposed training symbol arrangement with LMS I/Q
compensation and bit-loading to achieve an extremely high wire-
less data rate transmission of 75.211 Gb/s over both 50 km of
standard single-mode fiber and 3.5 m wireless distance. Only
a small optical power penalty of �1 dB was observed after
50 km fiber transmission. This result represents a high spectral
efficiency of �10.876 bit/s/Hz.
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